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1.1 The Global Issue of Robocalling  

Robocalling is defined as: ‘An automated telephone call which delivers a 

pre-recorded message to a large number of recipients.’ However, these calls are 

often unwanted, and in some instances, unwarranted and illegal; overshadowing the 

legitimate purposes of a service that can, for example, remind patients of 

forthcoming medical appointments, and inform customers of real-time utility 

outages in their neighbourhood.  

As the leading target of fraudulent robocalls, North America has led the way in 

creating the STIR/SHAKEN call authentication technology standards to tackle 

robocalling and call spoofing. Regulators mandated that the framework, which 

includes stakeholders at all levels of the ecosystem, be implemented by CSPs 

(Communications Service Providers) by June 2021. 

Whilst robocalling and the subsequent losses to fraudulent robocalls are often 

portrayed as a US-centric issue, the problem is still prevalent in other regions. Shown 

in figure 1.1 is the country split for fraudulent losses to robocalling in 2021. North 

America was estimated to account for 44% of losses due to fraudulent robocalls, 

despite only accounting for 5% of global mobile subscribers. It is important to note 

that robocalls can also target home- and business-based landlines. 

1.1.1 Latin America 

Within Latin America, 49% of total fraudulent losses due to robocalling in 2021 were 

attributable to Brazil and Mexico.  

Juniper Research notes that for fixed telephony networks in Brazil, companies 

providing active telemarking services must adopt a dedicated prefix by June 2022. 

This should contribute to a reduction in the total fraudulent losses to robocalling in 

Brazil over the next five years. 

In Mexico, users can register their number on the Federal Consumer Protector’s 

Office’s REPEP (Public Registry to Avoid Advertising) to indicate their wish not to 

receive unsolicited marketing calls. Despite this, Juniper Research forecasts that total 

fraudulent losses to robocalling in Mexico will increase from $182 million in 2021 to 

$644 million by 2026. Operators must therefore take action in order to maintain 

consumer trust in traditional telephony channels and prevent revenue loss.   

Figure 1.1: Total Fraudulent Losses to Robocalling in 2021, Split by 5 Key Regions: $31 

Billion 

 

Source: Juniper Research 

1.1.2 Europe 

Juniper Research notes that 24% of total fraudulent losses due to robocalling in 

Europe were attributable to Germany in 2021. Unsolicited marketing telephone calls 

are illegal in the country, due to the existence of a ‘no call’ list. Despite this, German 

mobile subscribers received a total of 15.9 billion robocalls in 2021. Juniper Research 
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forecasts that the total number of robocalls received by mobile subscribers in 

Germany will reach 25.2 billion by 2026, and clearly demonstrates a need for 

operators to address the issue of robocalling.  

1.1.3 Asia Pacific 

Within Asia Pacific, 30% of total fraudulent losses due to robocalling in 2021 were 

attributable to India. Juniper Research notes that the TRAI (Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India) has released version 2.0 of the DND (Do Not Disturb) application 

on Android; enabling users to sign up to the DND list. The Indian telecommunications 

regulator must ensure that this application is compatible with devices manufactured 

by leading Android smartphone vendors in the country, including Xiaomi, Samsung, 

Vivo, Realme and Oppo.  

As can be seen in figure 1.2, the prevalence of robocalls varies significantly across 

different countries. 

It should be noted that whilst the majority of countries listed below offer a ‘Do Not 

Call’ list, robocalling remains a problem for mobile subscribers. Therefore, Juniper 

Research believes that further action must be taken, as these lists are simply not 

enough to deter unwanted and illegal robocalling. Whilst ‘Do Not Call’ lists can be 

used as part of a national anti-robocalling initiative, they must be supported by the 

implementation of a regulatory framework. The introduction of regulatory 

frameworks must be prioritised, as fraudulent actors are often not deterred by ‘Do 

Not Call’ lists. This is due to the fact that it can be difficult to identify the origin of the 

call and subsequently prosecute.  

1.1.4 Robocalling in Australia 

During 2021, Australian mobile subscribers received an average of 152 robocalls. In 

2020, the ACMA (Australian Communications and Media Authority) announced the 

Reducing Scam Calls Code, which sets out a process for identifying and blocking 

spam calls. Moreover, in June 2021, it was announced that the US FCC (Federal 

Communications Commission) will work with the ACMA to reduce the volume of 

illegal robocalls and texts received by consumers. The ‘Mutual Assistance in the 

Enforcement of Laws on Certain Unlawful Communications’ will facilitate 

collaboration between the two authorities; tackling robocall spam.  

Figure 1.2: Average Number of Robocalls per Mobile Subscriber per annum in 2021, Split 

by 8 Select Countries 

 

Source: Juniper Research 

1.1.5 Robocalling in the UK 

The UK also faces a significant robocalling problem, with subscribers receiving an 

average of 114 robocalls each year. Whilst robocalling is permitted within the UK, 

consumers are able to register their landline and mobile numbers with the TPS 

(Telephone Preference Service), indicating their preference not to receive unsolicited 

direct marketing calls. Similarly, enterprises are able to register on the CTPS 

(Corporate Telephone Preference Service). With total fraudulent losses to robocalling 
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in the UK forecast to increase from $180.5 million in 2021 to $685 million in 2026, 

operators must take steps to ensure brand authentication prior to the 

implementation of STIR protocols.  

NICC Standards Limited is a technical forum operating in the communications sector, 

which aims to develop interoperability standards for service providers in the UK. 

Notably, the NICC Nuisance Call and CLI Task Group has been established to address 

the issue of robocalling in the UK; working closely with Ofcom to reduce and prevent 

nuisance calls. At present, Juniper Research notes that the NICC task group is 

developing standards for the implementation of STIR in the UK, which would 

significantly reduce the number of robocalls received by subscribers.  

Moreover, in February 2022, Ofcom announced its plans to develop a CLI (Calling 

Line Identification) database and implement STIR/SHAKEN for CLI authentication. 

Ofcom is the regulatory and competition authority for the broadcasting and 

telecommunications industry in the UK. Notably, Ofcom is currently in discussion 

with the FCC in the US, the CRTC in Canada, ACMA in Australia and ARCEP in France 

to share their findings. Juniper Research notes that this international approach to 

robocalling mitigation will accelerate the deployment of STIR protocols outside of the 

US, with authorities able to access a common knowledge base.  

1.1.6 Robocalling in Canada 

Telemarketers in Canada must abide to national UTRs (Unsolicited 

Telecommunications Rules), which includes a DNCL (Do Not Call List) and ADAD 

(Automated Dialling Announcing Device) rules. Juniper Research notes that there are 

also a number of operator-led call filtering solutions available to Canadian 

subscribers, with operators such as Bell Canada, Rogers and TELUS offering calling 

features to block or filter unwanted calls.  

In November 2021, the STIR/SHAKEN framework was mandated within Canada. 

Notably, Canada is the first country outside of the US to implement the framework, 

and therefore represents the first international application of STIR/SHAKEN. As a 

result, Juniper Research forecasts that the total number of robocalls received by 

mobile subscribers in Canada will fall from 4 billion in 2021 to 2.9 billion by 2026. 

This represents a decline of 27% over five years.  

1.1.7 Robocalling in France 

Juniper Research forecasts that the average number of robocalls received by mobile 

subscribers in France will increase from 110 in 2021 to 147.2 by 2026. In order to 

combat this robocalling problem, Arcep, the French telecommunications authority, 

introduced new regulations in January 2021. As a result, automated systems using 

01, 05, 06, 07 or 09 numbers that make more calls, or send more messages, than 

they receive are now banned from use. To strengthen robocalling mitigation within 

the country, French operators must prioritise the use of STIR protocols. Notably, 

Arcep has mandated the use of a STIR Passport to authenticate calls by 2023.  

1.1.8 Robocalling in India 

Juniper Research forecasts that the average number of robocalls per mobile 

subscriber in India will increase from 5 in 2021 to 7 by 2026. Despite the TRAI 

(Telecom Regulatory Authority of India) implementing a DND list in 2010, 

telemarketers continue to target consumers with spam calls. In February 2020, TRAI 

mandated a blockchain-based distributed ledger system to protect consumers from 

unsolicited communications. The system mandates enterprise and sender 

identification registration and, as of February 2020, is currently in place for SMS 

services. There are also plans to extend this system to cover voice services.  

1.1.9 The Impacts of Illegal & Unwanted Robocalling on Subscribers 

Whilst robocalling is often considered an annoyance, it has far wider reaching 

impacts for users and enterprises. First and foremost, there is significant risk to the 

user for financial losses owing to robocalls that are fraudulent and ill-intentioned. 

Further to this, operators and enterprises alike must consider the brand damage and 

current and future financial losses due to lost confidence in the voice channel. 

Figure 1.3 provides an overview on the impacts of fraudulent robocalls. 
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Figure 1.3: The Impact of Fraudulent Robocalls 

 

 Diminished confidence in voice as a channel, 

leading to reduced contact rates for enterprises. 

 Potential losses to fraudulent activity. This often 

includes the loss of sensitive information, which 

results in account takeover or potential financial 

losses. 

 Time spent resolving issues arising from 

unwanted or illegal robocalling. 

 Damage to brand reputation. Users will often 

associate these unwanted robocalls as being 

caused by the enterprise, despite them having no 

involvement. 

Source: Juniper Research 

These impacts will vary in each country, however, they are certain to have a negative 

effect on each region’s voice market. Whilst the US and Canada have a unified 

framework with STIR/SHAKEN, other countries have not progressed to the same 

extent. 

In the future, we expect an increasing number of countries to develop 

frameworks to involve all levels of the ecosystem to tackle robocalling and 

robocalling fraud. Whilst they may include some elements that will resemble 

parts of STIR or SHAKEN, they will need to account for the specific business, 

infrastructure and regulatory requirements of their own region. 

As figure 1.4 demonstrates, losses due to fraudulent robocalling are anticipated to be 

highest in India. However, this is primarily driven by the large addressable user base 

of mobile subscribers in this market. 

Figure 1.4: Total Losses to Fraudulent Robocalling ($m) & Average Loss to Fraudulent Calls 

per Mobile Subscribers ($) in 2022, Split by 6 Key Countries 

 

Source: Juniper Research 

Additionally, other countries assessed here show a significant loss per mobile 

subscriber. More information on these countries can be found in the following 

chapter. 
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2.1 Robocalling Outside the US 

Outlined below are notes on key regulations and statistics for robocalling for six select countries outside of the US. Notably, it is evident that many regulatory bodies, and in some 

instances local operators, have already identified robocalling and spam calls as a key issue facing their telecommunications market. However, many of these countries have taken a 

fragmented approach to developing solutions to tackle the issue of fraudulent robocalling, rather than a unified framework, such as STIR/SHAKEN. 

Table 2.1: The Future of Robocalling Frameworks Across Six Select Countries 

Country  Regulations & Statistics 

 Australia 
  

There were approximately 5.5 billion robocalls in Australia in 2021, of which 1.2 billion (22%) can be considered fraudulent. Notably, Australia’s telemarketing and 

anti-spam legislation provide regulations on robocalls. The most notable of these is the Spam Act of 2003, which outlines substantial fines for breaking these 

regulations. Additionally, the country has a ‘Do Not Call’ register that is based on the Do Not Call Register Act 2006. This was then further built upon in the Do Not Call 

Register Regulations 2017. 

 Brazil 

  

Brazil has a high incidence rate of robocalls, of which approximately 30% are deemed to be fraudulent. The Brazilian Telecom Regulatory Authority, Anatel, launched 

Act No 10,413 (Operational Procedure for the Use of Numbering Resources) in March 2022. Adoption of the 0303 prefix by companies that provide active 

telemarketing services began in March for mobile operator networks. For fixed telephony networks, the deadline for the use of the prefix by providers is June 2022. 

 Canada 
  

Canada has also adopted STIR/SHAKEN, with operators required to adopt the framework in November 2021. In 2021, it was estimated that over 1.5 billion fraudulent 

robocalls were received in the country, however by 2026, this number is anticipated to fall by 47%, primarily owing to the adoption of STIR/SHAKEN. In addition, the 

country provides a ‘Do Not Call’ list and there is a wide array of operator-led solutions for blocking unwanted robocalls. 

 France 

  

In March 2014, the Bloctel Do Not Call Registry was introduced to slow the growth on unwanted telemarketing calls. Losses in France to fraudulent robocalls were 

estimated to be over $130 million, and this is expected to rise to $190 million in 2022. In July 2020, the French Parliament introduced further sanctions on 

robocallers, including fines of up to €375,000 for excessive telephone calls or calling those who are signed up to Bloctel. 

 India 

  

In 2018, TRAI implemented distributed ledger technology to manage unwanted robocalls. This provides a method to record consent, consumer preferences and 

complaints that cannot be altered. The regulatory body has also launched a DND list. However, there are threats of serious fines for breaking this regulation. Total 

fraudulent losses in the country are expected to rise to $3.8 billion by the end of 2022. 

 UK 
  

The ICO (Information Commissioner’s Office), Ofcom (Office of Communication), TPS (Telephone Preference Service) and GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) 

regulate the principal base for outbound calls. In February 2022, Ofcom announced plans to combat scam communications, including robocalls, by strengthening 

rules against spoofed numbers, KYC (Know You Customer) checks and commencing the development of a CLI database. 

Source: Juniper Research 
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2.1.1 STIR/SHAKEN Frameworks in the US 

Voice calling remains a key medium that enables businesses to engage with their 

clients. An effective solution must include stakeholders from all levels of the mobile 

voice ecosystem, with the eventual goal of fostering greater trust in voice amongst 

mobile subscribers.  

As other markets around the globe adopt call authentication processes, authorities 

can use the STIR/SHAKEN model in the US and Canada as a reference model. Each 

country should customise an implementation of STIR based on their respective 

ecosystem, with the SHAKEN framework providing a compelling example of how STIR 

protocols can be used to tackle the growing issue of robocalling fraud.  

At this point, it is important to distinguish between STIR and SHAKEN: 

• STIR (Secure Telephony Identity Revisited) is a set of technical protocols established 

by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) in 2018 to authenticate the 

identification of a calling party on VoIP phone calls. 

• SHAKEN (Secure Handling of Asserted Information Using Tokens) is a framework 

outlining operator implementation of STIR technology.  

Whilst the industry commonly refers to the STIR/SHAKEN protocol, this phrase is 

simply used to reflect the use of both aspects to combat robocalling within the US.   

From an international perspective, Juniper Research believes that each country 

should deploy the STIR standard within a complementary implementation 

framework, specifically customised for its own telecommunications ecosystem, like 

SHAKEN in North America. Notably, the caller ID authentication protocols underlying 

STIR were designed to allow for global adoption. Whilst the SHAKEN framework 

provides a compelling example of how STIR technology can be implemented, it was 

designed specifically for North America and was not intended to scale globally. 

Service providers in other countries must therefore develop their own comparable 

frameworks, considering business, infrastructure and regulatory requirements, in 

addition to ensuring global interoperability.  

In order to maximise the impact of interoperable frameworks, the following 

stakeholders must be involved: 

• Mobile Operators: Whilst several mobile network operators are tackling the issues 

of robocalling of their own accord, these solutions do not provide the unified 

framework that SHAKEN does. Juniper Research anticipates that various 

implementations of STIR will emerge internationally, each customised to meet 

regional requirements. It is crucial that interoperability between these variants is 

ensured, as a disjointed approach will leave many gaps which fraudulent players 

can exploit. Furthermore, operators’ reputation can be greatly diminished if there 

are high occurrences of fraudulent or unwanted robocalling. 

• Enterprises: These players stand to benefit the most from a framework to fight 

robocalling. Fostering trust in voice channels will enable enterprises that serve 

consumers to adopt an omnichannel approach to contact mobile subscribers. With 

current levels of fraudulent robocalls, this is unfeasible. Based on a strong call 

authentication foundation, enterprises can leverage the transformation of the call 

experience provided by branded calling. 

• Mobile OS Vendors and Handset Manufacturers: These entities play the crucial role 

of enabling trusted calling solutions via the native call app on devices. As 

verification service providers authenticate enterprises, services such as Branded 

Call Display will play a pivotal role in fostering this trust in voice channels. 

Each country should customise an implementation of STIR for their respective 

telecommunications ecosystem. Variant frameworks will need to be 

developed in order to account for national differences, whilst a fully inclusive 

ecosystem will rely on framework interoperability.  

Neustar offers a Global Trust Lab that promotes such interoperability between 

country-specific implementations of STIR technology. 
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Figure 2.2: The Mobile Voice Ecosystem 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Juniper Research 

2.1.2 Following the Example of the US 

In December 2019, the TRACED (Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement 

and Deterrence) Act became law; compelling the FCC to mandate the 

implementation of the STIR/SHAKEN call authentication framework by all US-based 

network carriers across the IP-based areas of networks.  

In this framework, digital signatures are used to verify the caller identity and prevent 

spoofed calls. Tokens authenticate the identity at both the originating and 

terminating ends of the network. In order for this token to authenticate the identity, 

the operator must obtain a digital certificate from an STI-CA (Secure Telephone 

Identity Certification Authority) such as Neustar, a TransUnion company. 

Neustar is perfectly placed to act as a third-party verification service 

provider, by enabling a greater deal of visibility to other stakeholders, while 

remaining impartial. 

A unified framework also enables a key benefit over the fragmented approaches 

adopted by the six countries we have assessed above: Enterprises need not go to 

multiple sources to be verified. A single vendor can be authenticated by a third party 

for multiple use cases for traffic over multiple networks. In turn, this provides cost 

and time savings for the same benefit. 

As can be seen from figure 2.3, the impact of STIR/SHAKEN in the US is expected to 

be immediate. Indeed, 2022 is expected to show the first year-on-year decrease in 

the number of fraudulent calls in this market. We believe that this decline will be 

driven by the unified nature of the STIR/SHAKEN framework and the concerted 

efforts of all stakeholders in the industry. 

Figure 2.3: Total Number of Fraudulent Robocalls in the US (m), 2019-2026 

 

Source: Juniper Research 
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3.1.1 The Role of Trusted Call Solutions 

Trusted Call Solutions include a suite of tools for both operators and enterprises that 

seek to transform the call experience. These solutions must be viewed as the next 

step to enabling consumers to know when it is safe to answer the phone – validating 

legitimate calls and labelling suspected robocalls.  

A unified framework can be considered the first step in 

tackling the issue of robocalling.  

However, branded calling is one type of trusted call solution that adds new 

capabilities to the call experience that inform the call recipient – company name and 

logos, trust indicator, reason for call, etc. In turn, this will restore trust in voice as a 

mobile channel. Whilst branded calls are not a deterrent for robocalling, these 

solutions offer multiple benefits for both enterprises and carriers. 

i. Benefits of Branded Calling for Enterprises 

Using branded calls, enterprises can increase the likelihood of their calls being 

answered by displaying identifying information (including corporate logo, reason for 

the call, and business location) on the recipient’s phone screen, when an incoming 

call is received. By providing this level of information as part of a caller ID, 

enterprises can provide a personalised call experience that enhances customer 

relationships and restores trust, subsequently increasing the likelihood that future 

calls will be answered. This also ensures that calls are not inadvertently blocked or 

marked as spam by network carriers or third-party providers of call screening 

software.  

When choosing a branded calling solution, Juniper Research urges enterprises to opt 

for a partner that offers a centralised online portal. This will enable the continued 

management of caller IDs and protect verified phone numbers from attempts at ID 

spoofing.  

By improving answer rates, businesses can minimise the costs associated with 

rejected and unanswered calls. Juniper Research anticipates that the most widely 

adopted branded calling solutions will provide the STIR/SHAKEN component; using 

digital certificates to verify that the caller ID has not been compromised. Once a call 

has been verified end-to-end, the software on the recipient’s mobile phone retrieves 

the data for the enhanced caller ID display. 

Branded call solutions can digitally authenticate outbound calls, ensuring that they 

are trusted by both voice service providers and consumers; improving customer 

experiences and protecting the reputation of service providers. Enterprises should 

look to adopt a fully managed and scalable solution that can be deployed in private 

cloud environments, in order to minimise operational expenditure.  

Figure 3.1: How Enterprises Can Benefit from Branded Calls 

 

Source: Juniper Research 
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ii. Benefits for Network Operators  

Network operators, faced with tight profit margins, can implement various trusted 

call solutions in order to restore trust to voice channels and streamline their 

offerings. Trusted call solutions also enable operators to monetise unprofitable call 

authentication mandates into profitable revenue streams, like branded calling. With 

the rising interest in the CCaaS (Contact Centre-as-a-Service) business model, 

operators have the potential to work directly with communications platforms to sell 

voice traffic services. 

Trusted Call Solutions provide operators with access to databases containing 

information on caller names and numbers. The most successful providers will 

manage datasets on behalf of carriers; enabling caller ID information to be 

constantly displayed to nationwide carriers and mobile app providers.  

By offering certificate management capabilities, Trusted Call Solutions enable service 

providers to obtain standards-compliant digital certifications from a nationally 

approved certification authority (STI-CA) to sign calls through STIR/SHAKEN protocols.  

The most successful solutions will use advanced analytics to identify illegal robocalls 

so that a service provider can accurately tag and block calls. The STIR/SHAKEN 

framework enables the identification of the unauthorised and suspicious use of 

phone numbers, as well as detecting trends and anomalies in calling patterns; 

assisting service providers in the prevention of bad calls originating from their 

network.  

Service providers can receive real-time notifications about telephone numbers that 

are suspected to be involved in illegal robocalling schemes, with behaviour analysis 

and tracking of abnormal/unexpected calling patterns used to detect high-volume 

robocalling, caller ID spoofing and other suspicious call activity. Trusted Call Solutions 

will enable carriers to define policies that block calls across the network or display 

notifications that protect subscribers and ultimately improve the call experience.  

Juniper Research believes that the most advanced Trusted Call Solutions will provide 

support for all stages of the vetting process to both enterprises and voice service 

providers, including enterprise vetting, telecommunications vetting, call campaign 

vetting, call behaviour vetting and vetting fallout.  

Figure 3.2: Key Stages of the Vetting Process 

 

Source: Juniper Research 
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iii. Neustar’s Trusted Call Solutions 

Neustar offers a full suite of Trusted Call Solutions that can be adopted by both 

enterprises and operators.  

In addition, Neustar’s Trust Lab serves as the industry’s virtual testbed for 

Communications Service Providers, equipment manufacturers, software suppliers, 

regulators and industry standards bodies across the globe to remotely test call 

authentication solutions like STIR/SHAKEN. 

Figure 3.3: Neustar’s Trusted Calling Solutions Product Portfolio 

 
 

Source: Juniper Research 

To learn more about Neustar Trusted Call Solutions and Branded Call Display, visit 

https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions. 

https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions

